The Model 5000 provides accurate mixing and dispensing of two component materials without solvent flush.

- No purge adjustable snuff-back design ensures clean cut-off of material
- Eliminates solvent flushing
- Ergonomically designed — well balanced
- Retrofit to most meter, mix systems
- Manual, automatic, or robotic applications
- Uses no-purge plastic disposable mixers
Ideal for beads, dots, pouring molds, potting, and encapsulating

For use in high or low pressure applications

May be used with epoxy, urethane, silicone, acrylic, and other two component materials

OPTIONS

- Nose sized for wide ratio applications
- Check valves
- Corrosive resistant seals
- Electric/air operated for hand held work

SIMPLE MODULAR DESIGN ALLOWS FOR RAPID REPAIR — REDUCING DOWN TIME AND MAINTENANCE REPAIR TIME